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AGENDA ITEMS 47 TO 65 (m)

GENEBAL DEBATE ON ALL DISABMAXBNT  ITBXS

m. AWO- (Ghana):O n  b e h a l f  o f  t h e  d e l e g a t i o n  o f  G h a n a ,  I  w i s h
e

first  of  al l  to congratulate youI Mr. Chairman, and the members of the Bureau

on your election to steer the affairs of the First Committee of the General

Assembly at its forty-sixth session. Ghana is confident that under your able

chairmanship, we will witness a fruitful session. We assure you of our

full-hearted cooperation.

The end of the cold war has created opportunities for the international

community, particularly the United Nations, to establish the foundations for

lasting international peace and security. Peaci*  and security that endure

cannot depend on outmoded concepts of deterrence and balance of power, which

were accompanied by an unprecedented escalation of arms build-up over and

above the legitimate requirements of national security recognised under

Article 51 of the Charter. Local - not even regional - conflicts, which could

otharwise have been resolved without resort to arms became internationalized

in the name of ideology. The legitimate concerns OS the States Members of the

Organisation became drowned in the din of ideological battles.

With the end of the ideological confrontation period, the world has begun

to witness important initiatives, particularly in the field of disarmament.

The successful implementation of the Treaty on intermediate-range missiles -

the INF Treaty - the destruction of a whol, class of nuclear weapons - has

been followed by commendable measures in the other classes of nuclear weapons,

namely short-range and intercontinental missiles. Even before the Strategic

Arms Reduction Treaty (START), signed in Moscow on 31 July this year, could be

ratified by the United States and the Soviet Union, the leaders of the two
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countries took steps beyond what had been agreed under the Treaty so as to

further reduce their nuclear weapons. The initiative taken by President Bush

on 27 September  this year on tactical and battlefield nuclear weapons,

art i l lary shells  and short-range ball ist ic  missi les,  intercontinental

ballistic missiles and the sise of the armed forces did not evoke cynical

respousos  as the world would have expected in the cold war era. Instead,

President Gorbachev increased the momentum of voluntary reductions in nuclear

weapons with equally important initiatives on 5 October 1991. We are pleased

to note, moreover, that he 3.8 in a favourable position to do so.

The legitimate concerns of the world over strateyic  defence measures are

beginning to be addressed. Even though it has been pointed out that it does

not represent any real change in policy, the intimation by the United States

of its willingness to negotiate with the Soviet Union specific limits on

anti-missile systems gives hope that the seeming inconsistency between

reductions in nuclear arms and the START progrssnne could be removed.

Confidence cannot be built on another race involving nuclear defence systems.

We urgo the United States and the Soviet Union to continue with their

initiatives until the world becomes free of all nuclear weapons. We expect

the other nuclear Powers to join freely in the battle for peace and security

in the world.

In this regard, we wish to stress how important it is for the United

Nations to take appropriate measures to secure the world against both

horisontal snd vertical proliferation of nuclear arms. Preparations have to

be made as soon as possible to ensure that the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation

of Nuclear Weapons (RPT) is extended beyond 1995. We do recognise with

appreciatSon the decision taken by France and China to accede to the Treaty.
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We are particularly gratified at the efforts to forestall proliferation in

Afrioa. The accession to the NPT by Mosambfque,  the United Republic of

Tanmania,  Zambia and Zimbabwe, and the declared intention of Namibia to do the

same0 are cossseadabls. At long last, the regime in South Africa has
c

recognised  the usefulness  of submitting to the safeguards inspection regime of

the fatemational  Atomic Energy Agency (IARA).

while Ghana has observed the substantial reduction in the levels of

testing of nuclear devices, the one-year moratorium recently announced by the

Soviet Union deserve6  special mention. On this score, we wish to stress the

need for strict compliance with this moratorium.

The weapons of ma88 destruction are not limited to nuclear arsenals

alone. Chemical and biological weapons continue to pose a threat to mankind.

Even though the world has yet to start the process of ridding itself of these

weapons, the end of the cold war has encouraged important indications. A lot

of groundwork has been done in the forum of the Geneva Conference on

Disarmament to produce a chemical weapons convention. We would urge that the

momentum be maintained towards a speedy conclusion of this work. The

Agreement between the United States of America and the Union of Soviet

Socialist Republics on the Destruction and Non-Production of Chemical Weapons

and the very praiseworthy statement by President Bush of the renunciation by

the United States of the use of chemical weapons, even for purposes of

retaliation should encourage all members to work towards completion of the

drafting of the chemical weapons convention. The important conclusions of the

Third Review Conference of the Parties to the biological and toxin weapons

Convention of 1972 should promote more nearly universal adherence to the

Convention and implementation of its provisions, particularly thcae relating

to  ver i f i ca t ion .
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The removal of, or reductions in, nuclear arsenals aad the efforts at

elimination of chemical, biological and toxin weapons should not necessarily

make the world safe for conventional warfare. Disarmsment  should be

complete. It is for this reason that we welcome the successful conclusion of

the Treaty on Conventional Armed Forces in Europe (CFE) in November last year.

While all these measures are co!,arendable  and should be encouraged, my

delegation wishes to stress that they are not likely to secure international

peace and security if they do not lead to the establishment of international

structures that command general acceptance by the international community. In

brief, a world order that seeks to perpetuate interests that prevailed before

and after the Second World War - a world order that only assumes a resunption

of the history of domination and exploitation - cannot guarantee international

peace and security.

And yet, that seems to be the road the world is takbg. The collapse of

the socialist empire has been interpreted as an ideological victory that

should dictate the wholesale resumption of the values and practices that gave

rise to social ism.
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The lesson that the world should want to learn from the Gulf war is the

danger of horiaontal proliferation of weapons. As a result, measures are

being proposed predicated on the untenable assumption that the peace and

security of the world would be assured by the concentration of weapons in the

hands of a few. The Nuclear Supplies Club, the Missiles Technology Control

Regime and the Australian Group have all emerged not to secure the elimination

of nuclear and chemical weapons but to ensure that others do not possess them.

Ghana is rather concerned that, in spite af the certainty that East-West

relat ions wil l  not  return to the era of confrontation,  resistance st i l l

persists to the transformation of the partial test-ban Treaty into the

comprehensive test-ban Treaty. The inclisputable linkage between the nuclear

non-proliferation Treaty and the elimination of nuclear weapons is still not

appreciated by the nuclear Powers.

Instead, pressures continue to multiply for disarming the rest of the

world. It has all too soon been forgotten that the rest of the world was

armed by the same proponents of Uiaarmament who, as if by coincidence, are at

one anC the ssme time the leading exporters of arms and the permanent members

of the Security Council - a body entrusted witb the primary responsibility to

maintain international peace and security. Ghana has taken appropriate

measures to reduce its expenditure on its armed forces. We speak of peace

through disarmament not out of any consideration of securing advantages to

our6elv88. We do so out of gonuine  concern for global justice, for we believe

that  peace  that  is  buil t  on just ice lasts  longer than peace that  is  buil t  on

might or threats.

In this regard, we wish to state that we have carefully examined thy

study of the Secretary-General, assisted by Gavernment  erperts,  on ways and

means  to promote transparency in the international transfer of conventional
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arms on a universal and non-discriminatory basis. W8 can join the initiatiV8

to establish a United Nations register for the transfer of  arms.  All  efforts

should, however. be deployed to maximise the impact of this register. To that

extent, Ghana is not persuaded by the unexamined aS8mptiOn  that the register

will help build mutual confidence and strengthen overall security. I t  i s  t r u e

that military might is often built as a reaction to a country's assessment of

the mil i tary strength of i ts  adversary or potential  adversary.  It  is  equally

true that the certain knowledge of such strength that the register will

promote could also encourage an incipient arms race.

An even more important consideration is the discriminatory nature of the

reg i s ter . General Assembly resolution 43/75  identified two main features that

should characterise the promotion of transparency in international transfers

of conventional arms. These are universality and non-discrimination. The

proposed register does not address these features. It do88  not cover the

production and stockpiling of arms. The transfer of arms should necesstrily

include transfers from production to user and StOCkpi  locations. It is the

view of our delegation that a lot of work still has to be .done on the proposed

register to enhance the prospects of its effectiveness as a contribution to

disatmament. It is accordingly suggested that the study contained in document

A/46/301  should be passed on by th8 Secretary-General to Member  State% for

their study and observations.

The history of the world before th8 Second World War was one of naked

domination and economic exploitation. It was a world of empires and far-flung

colonies. For over 40 years after the war, efforts aimed at reconstructing

the world away from domination and economic exploitation split the world along

ideologf~~.A  l i n e s . The confrontation and tension of the cold war years

generated ar unprecedented armo race baE8d on the untenable concepts of
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balance of power  and deterrence - concepts that appeared to sanction the

Eobb8sian  state of  nature in which only the f i t test  survive.  The cost  of  the

arms race, apart from posing a threat to the peace it sought to maintain, is

the diversiorvof resources away from economic and human developmetnt. Such

diversion could not be sustained. Dialogue and cooperation have emerged once

again as plausible instruments for the maintenance of international peace and

security.

The history of domination, economic exploitation and bully tactics cannot

and'should not be resumed if we want to lay firm foundations for iaternational

peace and security. Disarmament should be COnSid8r8d  as a package which

require8 contributions from all. The Conference on Disarmament should be

recognised as the appropriate multilateral forum for negotiations under the

aegis Of th8 United Nations. It should therefore open its doors to a more

democratic rnembgrship. Let the world resist the temptation to secure the

p8ac8 of the world by disarming the majority, with the few constituting

themselves into the policemen of the world. The lessons of colonialism, which

began  and survived on military might alone supplemented with a massive dose of

racism, haV8 not been lost on the world.

M-4 (Venesuela) ( interpretation from Spanish)% On behalf  of

the delegation of v808SU818, I take pleasure in expressing our sincere

congratulations to youI Sir, on your election to the chairmanship of the First

COmitt88. We are confident that, under your guidance, we will achieve

important results. We also congratulate the other memb8r8 of the Bureau.

We at8 seeing a very different international  real i ty to that  which

existed only a few year8 ago. Recent events, which we would not hesitate to

qualify as  h i s tor ic , have made longstanding antagonisms and intransigence

obsolete aad have enabled in particular the emergence of b8tter prospects
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for peace and understanding among nations. We haV8 left far behind the duels

of the cold war which had for so many years mortgaged the future of nations

with a relentless nuclear arms race*

The end of this century will see the beginning of what might be a new era

of opportunity, an age which, of course. also carries its owns risks and

potential  confl icts  of  various kinds. For that reason, when we now talk of a

new world order, and when in unprecedented circumstances the search is

proposed for a brouder , multidimensional and interdependent system of

international security, we must ensure that such plans will benefit all

peoples and that the United Nations will play a decisive role in thrs process.

The dialogue and openness characteristic of the new international

situation haV8 contributed to the solution of  confl icts . They have helped

give rise to agreements on disarmament and arms control, confidence-building

measures and various initiatives pertaining to the nuclear arms race and

non-prolfferation. Even 8UCh  a serious and unfortunate Crisis  as the Gulf war

has Served to heighten the international community's awareness of the threat

posed by the use of weapons of mass destruction and of the need to adopt

concrete measures to neutralise such dangers.

The intensive COOp8ratiOQ  between the United States and the soviet UniOQ

led to the Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty (START), which was mad8 possible by

a r8d8fiQitiOQ of the codes of conduct b8tw8en  the two countries, by the

rsrnovai  of ideology from their foreign policies and by a homogeneous

perception of international security policy.
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We want again to stress the significance of the signing of the Strategic

Arms Reduction Treaty (START), and we note that such agreements could help

support an international system increasingly based on confidence and

transparencyf  and could act as catalysts for future universal disarmsment

instruments, instruments which would let us replace nuclear deterrence with a

strategy based on common security.

Thoss COnSid8rstiOQS  are particularly important today in the light of

recent major initiatives by the United States and the Soviet Union, including

unilateral decisions and bilateral proposals. We welcome such initiatives and

hope that the various proposals will find concrete form, thus making a major

contribution to efforts to reduce nuclear arsenals and eliminate certain

categories of weapons.

Yet ths final cessation of nuCl8ar  testing is not being considered. Nor

are measures to halt the development of space-based defensive systems, or an

end to strategies based, on on8 pretext or another , on such systemsz  for that

reason the threat of outer space becoming the site of an unbridled arms race

p e r s i s t s . We know that as the nuclear-arms COmp8titfon  grows more

sophist icated i t  is  increasingly baaed on qualitat ive innovations - a

seemingly irreversible trend.

Obviously, much remains to be done. In recent decades we have lived

under the protection of a nuclear peace. Nevertheless - and this  is  not  a

quixotic exhortation .. we have always aspired - and we shall always aspire -

to progress towards the consolidation of a world peace in which doctrine8 of

nuclear deterrence would play a steadily diminishing rolo.
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The goal of a nuclear-test ban has beea elusive, owing to the persistence

of considerations based on the requirement of absolute security. The

argunents  used iQ sidestepping that goal haV8 ranged  from the alleged

technical inadequacies of verification methods to the need to preserve the

reliabil i ty,  effectiveness and security of  nuclear arsensals  in ordt~t  to

strengthen nuclear deterrence. Those delaying tactics lack justification and

make no political 881188, for they are intended to postpone the attainment of a

security objective we should all share, especially as today’s international

climate is supposedly more propitious for understanding.

We ssress that mea8ures  to prevent the cycle of d8VelOpment  and

production of nuclear weapons, including testing, could lead to the cessation

of the nuclear-arms race in the short term.

We must press forward witn efforts to convert the 1963 partial

nuclear-test-ban Treaty into a comprehensive treaty. In the view of my

delegation it is necessary to make progress in this area, sod to resume the

work of the Amendment Conference,  which began in January 1991, in conformity

with the mandate of its Chafrman.

We cannot fail to enpress  our gratification at the recent announcement by

President Gorbachev on the Soviet Union's  declaration of a one-year unilateral

moratorium on nuclear-weapon tests. We think that is a step in the right

direction and that on8 way or another it should have a positive effect in

promoting broader important objectives in that Sphere.

Those consid8rations  with regard to nuclear-weapon testing must be seen

;n the light of our expectations for the future non-proliferation regime, in

particular the decision that will have to be taken in 1995 on extending  the
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Treaty on the Won-Proliferation of Wuclear  Weapons (WPT). I t  i s  in  the

interests of all to ensure compliance with horirontal and vertical

non-proliferation rules and to promote full respect for all provieione of the

Treaty.

Aa already 8aiiL it io to be hoped that the recent announcements by

France and China of their intention to accede to the WPT will soon be

realised. The ntrengtheaing,  universality and credibility of the

non-proliferation regime are among our main challenges for the coming years.

The year 1972 eaw the adoption of the Convention on the Prohibition of

the Development, Production and Stockpiling of Bacteriological (Biological)

and Toxin Weapons and on Their Destruction. We are now on the road to

completing our negotiation8 on a convention on the prohibition of chemical

weapons. For more than a decade the Conference on Disarmament has been

engaged in intensive negotiations to that end. Many differences have been

resolved, and today the draft convention ia at an advanced stage of

negotiation.

We must recognioe  that a decisive impetus in that process wao the

decision of the United States 0overnment,  announced by Piesident Bush this

year, not to use chemical weapons under any circumstances, including in

I  retal iat ion,  against  any State, and to destroy all its chemical-weapons

arsenals .

There remain questions relating to verification, in particular procedures

for challenge inspection in cases of violations of tbe convention’s

provisiona, and relating to the future decision-making  political body of the

convention, the executive council. Outstanding too is the question of

financing the future organisation for the prohibition of chemical weapons.
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We are confident that outstanding issues can be resolved and that the

negotiations on chemical weapons can be conkpleted  next year. In that way, the

Conference on Disarmament will at last present the international community

with am outikanding,  concrete productj  with that  stimulus i t  wil l  certainly be

able to devote ita attention to crucial items such as the prohibition of

nuclear testing and the prevention of an arms race in outer apace.

The Third Review Conference of the bacteriological-weapona  Convention

ended recently. Its Final Declaration iacludes important statements relating

to strengthening that Convention. Among them we would highlight the

recognition of the need to strengthen the Convention’s verification machinery

as a means of improving it8 effectiveness. In that connection, it was agreed

to convene a meeting of governmental erperts,  open to all States parties, to

consider and identify potential verification measures  from the scientific and

technical standpoint. We believe that meeting should go further, for what is

needed is a broader, political view.

Environmental protection deserves special attention by the international

community. The question of the relationship between disarmament, development

and the environment must remain on the United Nations agenda. We believe that

the study on possible applications for military resources reallocated to

civilian environmental-protection purposes is a good start and a most useful

contribution.

In terms of the use of technology and the manufacture and use of certain

type8 of weapond, the arms race ha8 had ecological consequencea.  Disarmament

measures themselves could lead to activities with a serious impact on the

environment, among them the use of systems for the destruction of weapona, the

transport of weapons for destruction, the treatment of waste and the

destruction of production faci l i t ies.
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For there reaaonr we consider that all measures taken should include

provisions guaranteeing the protection of the environment. The resources

released aa a result of the cessation of the arms race could be channelled

into rurtainable development, particularly of the developing countries, by

me-8 of the promotion of proper ecological management.

The aoatinued appliaation of scientific and technological advances to the

production of weapons has a dual effect on disarmament. As a result of the

development of more sophisticated  weapon systema,  in many cases the dividing

line between conventional weapons and weapons of mase  destruction has become

rather blurred. Furthermore, the cost of the technological input incorporated

in the new weapons is increasingly onerouc. In a world in which the scarcity

of resources, the onslaught on the environment and the criticai economic and

social situation are among the major concerns of countries, the international

community must give greater attention to this question in order to make sure

that the progress in science and technology is used first of all for

constructive purposes.

Regional disarmament may be an effective complement to worldwide measures

and an important component of the gradual approach to w&lb disarmament, as

has been emphasioed  by the Disarmament Commiseion.  The idea, as we have

pointed out on other occasions, is that regional disarmament efforts should

not be diluted and that regiona should not be turned into isolated cases or

8*islands o f  peace” in the international system but rather should generate an

’ impetus towards subsequent measures of broader scope and more universal

application. Bilateral and reg;Lonal  actions must be strengthened by means of

mul t i la tera l  e f for t s . We must not forget the obvious fact of interdependence
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in our time, nor must we forget that security is universal and integral,

because i t  affects  al l  of  us.

From that point of view, we wish to emphasise again the importance of the

Treaty for the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapona  in Latin America and the

Caribbean - the Treaty of Tlatelolco - which will be 25 years old next year.

We also urge those countries of the region which have not yet become parties

to the Treaty to sign and ratify it, thereby upholding the Latin American and

Caribbean commitment to non-proliferation and nuclear disarmament.

We also wish to highlight the recent initiatives taken in Latin Bmerica

for consolidating the region as a sane of peace and cooperation free from

weapons of mass destruction. The declaration on the complete prohibition of

chemicnl and biological weapons, signed by various countries in the Mendoaa

Accord and Peru’8 proposal for the siqninq of a declaration on tho

renunciation of the production and use of weapons of mass destruction

constitute encouraging examples of a most promising trend.

The problem of the transfer of conventional weapons is coming

increasingly to the fore these days. This is an alarming contemporary

phenomenon which we must examine most carefully, particularly because of its

potential impact on various areas where regional disputes may lead to breaches

of international peace and security, and also because of its adverse effect on

economic and social development - all of which makea the illicit arms trade

more and more disturbing.

We feel that the time has come to take a more rational approach to this

question, in international circumstances which, in the light of recent

confidence-building measures in various regions, appear to be conducive to the
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advancement of specific initiatives. We feel that the transfer of arms and of

military technology, without prejudice to the principle of the self-defence of

States, should be governed not only by economic and commercial considerations

but also by criteria which would allow for transparency in the arms trade.

We have considered in detail the study on ways and means of promoting

transparency in the transfers of conventional weapons, which contains

recommendations that should be given special consideration by this Committee.

We are interested in the possibility of establishing machinery, such as a

United Nations register of arms transfers, of a universal, non-discriminatory

and voluntary nature, as a significant confidence-building measure and as a

first step in dealing with such a complex problem. To that end, we would

support the establishment of a panel of experts which, together with the

United Nations Secretary-General, would determine the precise modalities of

the relevant machinery.

In the past there have been few reasons, i f  any ,  for us  to  fee l  satisfied

with regard to the attainment of the goals of this Committee. On this

occasion we can draw up a different balance sheet in the light of the

favourable evolution in various aspects of our agenda  and the reasonable

prospects for future work. We wish to place on record our gratitude to the

Department for Disarmament Affairs for the intensive work it has done and its

efforts to promote the World Disarmament Campaign.

Disarmament and arms control are crucial elements in smoothing the way

towards the new world order that is so much talked of these days and

coatributinq, necesrrarily  within the context of interdependence, to overcoming

old and new problems confronting the international community. Changes in the
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world scene have led to the expansion and strengthening of domocraoy and human

rights in many countries. An equally desirable trend is the desire to move

towards the democratioation of international relations and towards world

peace. Our task now is to reinforce the machinery provided by the United

Nation8 for the promotion of international peace and security based not only

on military and strategic considerations but also on economic and 8ocial

development, the preservation of the environment and the protection of human

r ight s . We must not squander the opportunitier  now available to us in these

crucial  t imes.

Mr. (Pakistan):  It  is  with great pleasure that  I  extend to

you, Sir, the heartiest felicitations on behalf ct the Pakistan delegation on

your assumption of the chairmanship of the First Cossnittee.  We are confident

that, with your vast erperience and diplomatic skills, you will successfully

guide the deliberation8 of our Committee. I assure you of the full support

aad cooperation of my delegation.

Pakistan has welcomed the relaxation of international tensions. The cold

war is behind ua. The new era which is marked by a transformation of the

East-West relations has presented us with challenges and valuable opportunites

in strengthening international and regional peace and stability and in

pursuing disarmament , nuclear non-proliferation and confidence-building.

Pakistan has ceaselessly endeavoured to promote the cause of

international peace and security and the elimination of nuclear weapons and

other weapon8 of masa dectruction. The conclusion of the strategic arms

reduction Treaty between the United States anti the Soviet Union has been a

source of immense  qratification for u8. The recent announcements of
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President Burh and President Gorbachev of bold and far-reaching measures

encompassing, among othera, the elimination of land and sea-based tactical

nuclear weapon8 represents major progress towards nuclear disarmament. We

have welcomed these initiatives and sincerely hope that this process will

eventually culminate in the total destruction of nuclear weapons.
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Pakistan has lent its full support to the initiative to convert the

partial test-ban Treaty into a comprehensive test-ban treaty. We accordingly

participated in the Amendment Conference held in January 1991 and supported

the decision calling for the reconvening of the Conference at an appropriate

time.

A comprehensive nuclear-test-ban treaty is long overdue. I t  i s  e s s e n t i a l

that efforts leading to the total and complete elimination of nuclear weapons

be continued and accelerated. Undoubtedly, given the necessary political

will, problems of a technical nature will not place any serious hurdles in the

way of the conclusion of a comprehensive test-ban treaty. The response of the

nuclear-weapon States will a litmus test of their intentions.

Pending the conclusion of a comprehensive nuclear-test-ban treaty,

nuclear-test-ban aqreemcrnts  could be arrived at among regional States in

various parts of the world. These regional agreements would not only act as

major confidence-building measureu, but would also facilitate the conclusion

of a comprehensive test-ban treaty.

Pakistan has consistently expressed deep anquish over the threat posed to

non-nuclear-weapon States by the nuclear arsenals of nuclear-weapon States.

The ultimate asuuraace  against the use or threat of use of nuclear weapons

would be their complete elimination. However, until the attainment of this

objective, the non-nuclear-weapon States must be provided with credible and

legally binding guarantee8 aqainut the uue or threat  of uue of nuclear

weapons. Such assurances are vital for enhancing the sense of security in

non-nuclear-weapon States. We look forward to concrete progress on the issue

of negative security ausurances, on which my delegation will be presenting a

draft resolution again this year.
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The global Md regional approaches to disarmament complement each other,

are not mutually exclusive and should be puruued simultaneously in order to

promote regional and international peace and security. The objective of peace

Md security 18 SO impOrtant that all efforts, both global and regional, must

be deployed to achieve that end. For a large number of States, perceived

threats to their security and the need for military preparedness are primarily

connected with Condition8 obtaining in their own reglon8. A regional approach

offere  the most realistic prospect for meaningful progreau  towards

disarmament, since the threat perceptions and security concerns vary from

region to region. This approach is steadily gaining ground au evidenced by

the adoption of resolution 45158  P on regional disarmament presented by

PakiUtan  to the General Assembly at its forty-fifth 8e88ion.  That resolution

was adopted by M overwhelming majority and we hope that the draft resolution

we submit on this item this year will get even wider support.

There is a growing recognition in the world today that many security

problems and preoccupation8 of States can be accorded fuller consideration in

the regional context, where remedial measures that are suitable to specific

conditions can be designed. The success of the Confereke  on Security and

Co-operation in Europe (CSCE)  process , which has resulted in the Treaty on

ConventIonal  Forces in Europe, bears testimony to the idea that regional

consultations offer the best and mO8t relevant Muwers  to many of the problems

of security and arms control. We hope that the new momentum toward8 greater

confidence, security and cooperation in Europe will also give a boost to

regional efforts in other part8 of the world.

It ir indeed a matter of great satisfaction for uu that at the 1991

substsntive session of the Disarmament Commission, a new item “Regional
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approach to disarmament within the context of global security@g  was placed on

the agenda. It is our expectation that tbe Disarmanlent Commission will, in

dae course, recommend concrete measures for regional disarmament, nuclear

non-proliferation and confidence-building measures in various regions with a

view to promoting international peace and security.

In PakistM’s view, the fOllOwing concrete measure8 can be taken to

promote the regional approach to disarmament in the nuclear field: first, the

objective of non-proliferation could be furthered by the conclusion of

regional test-ban agreementsi secondly, the establishment of

nuclear-weapon-free son88 , which provide an important mechanism for regional

non-proliferation, should be seriously purauedt  thirdly, regional States

should jointly declare not to acquire or manufacture nuclear weapons and

should reach agreements againat attacks on each other’s nuclear facilities~

fourthly, regional conferences should be convened to discu8s nuclear

non-proliferation issues with a view to concluding legally binding agreements

on nuclear non-proliferation at the regional and subregional levels.

In the conventional field the following steps could facilitate reqional

disarmament: first, dialogue among regional States for the settlement of

outstanding differences  and disputes through peaceful meMs in accordance with

the principles and purposes of the United Nations Charter au well as relevant

United Nations resolutionsr second, joint renunciation by regional States of

policies  of  interference, intervention, coercion, domination or hegemony, or

the use or threat of use of force in any form whatsoever) third, Legotiations

among regional States for equitable and balanced reduction of armed forces and

conventional weapons ensuring equal Md undiminished security for all States

at the lowest level of armaments and armed forces) fourth, agreement among
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regional States on restriction8 and limitations on force deployment8 and

movementsr  fifth, agreement to set up “hot lines” between Heads of State or

Government and military conmnandero  of regional States to communicate directly

and imnediately  with each other whenever  necessaryr  eirth,

institutionalioation  of regular meetings among military commanders of regional

States to avoid misperceptions and to overcome suspicionat  seventh, agreement

to invite observers from regional States to exercises conducted by any one of

them.

Pakistan is fully ccarmitted to the objective of nuclear

non-proliferation. At the same time, we call upon the nuclear  Powers to move

towards nuclear disarmament and promote international cooperation in the

peaceful uses of nuclear energy and technology. The concept of nutdear

non-proliferation must not be used a8 a pretext to prevent the developing

countries from acquiring nuclear technology for peaceful purposes.

In pursuance of our regional approach to nuclear non-proliferation, we

have expressed willingneaa  to accept an equitable and non-discriminatory

regim for keeping South A8ia free of nuclear weapons. In view of the renewed

attention that is currently being focused on the dangers of nuclear

proliferation , we would like to highlight uome of the proposals made by

Pakistan over the part two decades. These include the establishment of a

nuclear-weapon-free sane in South Asia, a proposal that ha8 been repiaatedly

endorsed by the General Assembly since 1974, and the issuance of a joint

declaration by India and Pakistan renouncing the acquisition or manufacturer of

nuclear weapons. In 1979, we proposed an agreement with InCAa on a syutem  of

bilateral inspection of all nuclear facilitieu on a reciprocal basis. In 1979
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agairi, we proposed 8imultMeou8  acceptance of International Atomic Energy

Agency  safeguard8 by India Md Pakistan on all nuclear facilities. The same

year we also expressed our readiness to accede to the non-proliferation

Treaty, simultaneously with India. In 1967, we proposed the conclusion of a

bilateral or regional nuclear-test-ban treaty. The same yearr we alSO

proposed the convening of an international conference on nuclear

non-proliferation in South Aria, under the auspices of the UnitrPd Nations,

with the participation of regional Md other StateS.
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As reaently as 6 June this year the Prime Minister of Pakistan put

forward three importarrt  proposals for arm8 control and nuclear

non-proliferation in South Asia. These proposals call for: consultations by

the United States, the Soviet Union and China with India and Pakistan to

ensure nuulear  non-proliferation in South Asiat bilateral arrangements or a

regional reqime for the prohibition of all weapons of masu destruction in

South Asia8 and the mutual Md balanced reduction of forces in South Asia,

consistent with the principls of equal Md undiminished security at the lowest

level of armaments.

We are encouraged by the positive response of many countries to these

propo8al8. We hope that India too will respond positively, particularly to

the proposal for five-nation consultations on a nuclear-non-proliferation

regime in South Asia. Nuclear non-proliferation in South Asia is a vital

condition for regional peace, security and progreus. The proposals made by

our Prime Minister are in keeping with the spirit of the times and reflect our

genuine Sesire that the South Asian countries should concentrate their efforts

on economic development through the diversion, to development, of resources

currently allocated to defence.

The Geneva negotiations on the chemical-weapons con3r’ention  have acquired

a qualitatively new content. While it has been found possible to identify all

the elements necessary for the future convention, certain areas of

diUaqreemE+nt  prevail. Although we dre happy at the renewed impetus that the

negotiations received this year as a result of the change in the position of

the United State8 on certain isuueu, it is imperative that due regard be shown

for the views of all negotiating partner8 80 that we may be able to draft a
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convention that is oomprehensive  Md fair and will therefore command the type

of universal adherence that we all seek.

The question of arms transfers should be considered within the overall

context of c!onventional-arms  control, taking into account the indigenous

defence-produation capabilities, armament8 stockpile8, military-technology

transfers and SeCUrity  aoncernu of States.

Each country has the sovereiqn right to determine ita own legitimate

defence needs. Many small and medium-siaed  States, laaking indigenous

defence-production capabilities, are obliged to depend upon international

transfers of arm to meet their basic seaurity needs. In some caues, threats

to their security emanate from neighbouring States with large indigenous

defence-production capabil i t ies  and armamernts  stockpiles.  Obviously,  the

inability to acquire arm8 through international transfers would endanger the

security of such small and vulnerable States. This would have a destabilising

effect on international peace and security. It  is  essential ,  therefore, that

the issue of arms transfer8 be considered in M integrated manner - that is,

together with related aspects that I mentioned earlier.

At i ts  current session the ?irSt Cosmnittee has  before i t  a UtUdy,

prepared by a group of governmental experts , on way8  and means of promoting

transparency in international transfers of conventional arms. In this study

the experts reconunend  the establishment of an arms-transfer  register.

Unfortunately, the study does not include a comprehensivr  analysis of the

integrally related aspects of the proposal and its implications for the

security at Member States and for regional and international peace and

Utlhbility. Neither doe8 it provide any details about the format of, and the

procedures under, the proposed arms-trMsfer  reqietor.
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In tha view of my deleqatiorr, it would therefore be premature for the

General Assembly, at its current session, to take a decision on the

establishment  of the proposed register, Instead, the General Assembly should

establish a group of governmental experts to study ways Md means of promoting

transparency in the field of armaments au a siqnificant confidence-building

measurer including,  &tet.w, the merits of establishing, under United

Nations auspiueu, a universal ,  comprehenuive, non-discriminatory and voluntary

international reporting system to caver the production, stockpiling and

trM8fer of a~iUtIent8~  delivery systems and armament8 technoloqy,  taking into

account the security irterests of member States and the need to maintain

regional  balance in the l ight  of  the speoific characterist ics  of  different

regions. Member States must be given an opportunity to express their views on

the proposed new study before the General Assembly pronounces itself on the

subject of transparency in the field of armaments.

The wide disparity between the armaments expenditures of militarily

strong States and of other States cannot be justified. Therefore, those

States that  po8se8s large mil i tary arsenals should init iate reductions in

military budgets. In efforts to reduce military expenditure, due

consideration must be given to the security concern8  of small and vulnerable

State8.

Owing to the rapid increase in the naval power of some States, the

question of naval disarmament needs to be addressed urgently. !rh:,  acquisition

of aircraft carriers and nuclear-powered submarines by uome regional States

gives rise to grave concern among their smaller neighbours.

‘she danger of weapons deployed in space and directed against objects in

space or on Earth is a matter for uerious concern. The increasing danger of
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the military uaee of outer space aa a result of scientific  and technological

advance leads us to believe that the existing legal regime, which imposes some

restrictiona  on the military use8 of outer space, is not enough to prevent an

arms race in outer space.

It is important that the existing legal norm8 be strengthened and that

’ they be supplemented with new rules, so that outer space may be reserved only

for peaceful purpoBe6. In this context, greater transparency in the

activities of the apace Powers would serve au an important confidence-building

measure.

Today the use of space-based remote sensing and surveillance techniques

offers a unique opportunity for disarmament agreements. This  capabil i ty

remains exclusively in the possession of a few technologically advanced

States. We believe that these techniques should be made available, on an

equal and non-discriminatory basis and through an appropriate international

ins t i tu t ion ,  to  a l l  countr ie s .

The rapidly evolving global situation and dramatic change8 unprecedented

in recent history have given the decade of the 1990s a promising start. We

now have a rare opportunity to adopt a faire non-discriminatory and

multilateral approach to disarmament, in a common endeavour to promote

regional and international peace and security. The onus lies on all of us .-

whether here in the First Committee, in the United Nations Disarmament

Coxunission or in the Conference on Disarmament in Geneva - to seise this

opportunity. Our aspirations are common, and our objective is clear. We must

therefore act in unieon to ensure a future in which hope will replace fear,

and peace will be univerbal.
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Mr. S&S& (Angola) (interpretation from Spanish): I should like,

first, to congratulate youI Sir, on your election to the chairmanship of the

First Committee. I wish you success in the conduct of the work of this major

organ of the General Assembly. We are quite sure that your diplomatic skill,
4

experience, qualifications and dedication cannot but afmure  UI of proper

guidance in our work and of a successful outcome. Ws congratulate the other

officers of the Committee too and assure them that they can count on the full

cooperation of my delegation.
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It seems that mankind is becoming increasingly aware of the urgent need

to enhance international cooperation in the field of arms control and

disarmament. In our view, this is so because, among other things, there have

been certain recent historic event8 which provide obvious lesson8 for the

whole of mankind and which we must put to intelligent use. One of those facts

is the war in the Persian Gulf, in which tens of billions of US dollars were

spent apparently in order to punish a small aggressor country and to restore

lega l i ty ,  but , at the same time and essentially, in order to test certain

weapons which had never been tried out in combat and irr order to verify their

destructive capacity. More than saving a small victim country which had been

occupied, the war demonstrated, in fact, the ability of certain countries

which posse88 various types of weapons to impose their will by force and to

dominate others.

During the course of the warr which favoured those possessing the most

sophisticated weapons, propaganda was used to promote the quality of those

weapons aa a commodity worth acquiring if one wished to be respected and

feared in the world. In a few days' time cities were destroyed, thousands and

thousands of human lives were lost in cold bloo% and countless economic and

social objective8 were destroyed. None the less, the quantity and diversity

of the weapons used may mean rather little compared to the quantity and

diversity of the weapons that now exist in the world.

While it is true that the war was won by those that had the best and most

abundant weapon8, it is also true that history ha8 implacably recorded this

profound madness which was displayed by all of those involved, without

distinction between aggressor aad those against whom aggression was committed,

the defenders and the attackers, the winners and the losers, because by
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engaging in an unconscionable war which should never have Started, all of them

had to sacrifice innocent livea, programes of economic and social development

and the needs and interests of their respective peoples, ignoring the needs of

the neediest,-

These and other facts related to the arms race prompt us to act in a

reasonable manner and cannot fail to focus our thought8 on what is moat

beneficial for mankind: the arms race, with its dramatic and inevitable

consequences, of which we are all aware* or disarm8ment and the allocation of

the'money thus saved to social and economic development programmes.

We favour, most emphatically, the second option. That is why Angola

devotes considerable attention to the questions of arms control and

disaruwnent. We welcomed with keen interest the decisions of the United

States and the Soviet Union relating to the reduction and elimination of

short-range nuclear weaponsr intercontinental  ball ist ic  mis6iles and a

moratorium on nuclear testing, as well as the announcement of reductions in

overall defence spending over the next few years. We are quite sure that if

the measures announced by the two super-Powers were promptly md fully put

into effect, an atmosphere of mutual confidence would.prevail  between the two

countries, which would help bring about other meaningful steps by them, a8

well ad other disarmament measures by other countries which produce

armaments. Hone  the less, bearing in mind all that still needs to be done in

the vast diBarmam8nt field, we Fe&l that both the commitments contained in the

strategic arms reduction Treaty (START) and other measures recently announced

Sti l l  consti tute only t imid Steps. Angola is a smaJ1 underdeveloped country.

It has just emerged from a long war imposed on it from abroad since the time

of its accession to independence. It was assential  for us to defend our
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national independence, sovereignty,  territorial  integrity and,  in particular,

the life of our people. This was a most burdensome inheritance but one which,

none the less, now appears to be a thing of the past.

We wish to take this opportunity to Offer our Sincere thanks to the

Portuguese Government for its interest and efforts as a mediator in the peace

negotiations, and also to the Governments of the United States and the Soviet

Union and to the United Nations Secretary-General for the important role

played by his representatives as observers in the negotiating process.

The sad and bitter experience of the war of aggression inflicted on

Angola is inevitably an important focal point in our thinking: thousands of

defenceless citiaens were killed, many of the elderly were left homeless, many

children were made OrphaII8, many factories, hospital8 and schools were

destroyed by enemy bombing. The economy became ever more critical and social

problems became more serious. This, in fact, is the result of the arms race,

which is the necessary and inevitable instrument of the expansionism of those

countries which unjustly imposed  war on US. Now that the war is over and now

that condition8 exist which are conducive to work in an atmosphere of peace,

there is an urgent need for us to adopt the measures necessary to rebuild our

nation. We need to revive our economy and to establish  social development

plans and programmes , objective8 which we have always pursued since the dawn

of our independence, in order to meet the needs of our people in an

appropriate manner.

Angola, therefore, is naturally particularly interested in the quest ions

of arms control and disarmament. However, as members well know, Angola is not

enclosed in a glass jarr it is not i8Olated from today'8  world, a world in

which, incredibly, it still seems that force prevails over reason. Angola
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welaomer all  init iat ives aimed at the elLmination  of areas of tension in al l

regions of the world and guaranteeing the maintenance of international peace

and security. But Angola is uot free from the great danger which threatens

the whole of’mankind  and which 18 a result, on the one hand, of the mere

existence of such vast quantities of armaments - many of which have a

death-dealing capacity from which the human conscience simply recoils in

horror - and, on the other hand, we are not free from the danger of

anachronistic &deals of the arm6 race and expansionism, which often cause

people to see imaginary enemies where nose really exist.

Angola is M underdeveloped COUlltry. situated in the most backward region

of the world, Africa, a continent with the largest run&et  of recently

independent States , where colonial domination lasted the longest and where,

accordingly, the negative effects of foreign domination are most acute. More

thsn half the SO-Called least developed countries are in Africa. That is

where we find the highest rates of illiteracy, infant mortality,

undernourishment, lack of hOUSing,  shortages of food, clothing, drinking wate

a n d  SO f o r t h . Accordingly, Africa needs a whole range of measures to allow is

to emerge from the present situation.

However, in our condition we lack the condition8 of absolute security

that are needea in order for Governments to be able to devote themselves full:

to matters of economic and social development. The development of the

technological production of nuclbar weapons by South Africa, with the full

support of certain nuclear Powers, and the existence on our continent of

foreign mil i tary baues, constitute a constant threat to peace and security ant

M ob8tacle  to the normal development Of our COUntrieb.

- -
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In the opinion of my delegation, the existence of foreign military base8

on the territories  of  other States against  the wil l  of  their  inhabitants  is  a

violation of the independence and sovereignty of such States and a constant

threat to the peace and security not only of the countries in whose

territOrie8 such base8 are located but Of UeighbOUring COUnttieS. We believe,

therefore, that one of the most crucial aspects of disarmament is the need to

dismantle the foreign military bases on the territories of other States.

With regard to nuclear disarmament, we wish to emphasise that all the

steps taken so far by the two super-Powers at the bilateral level appear to be

highly signifiaant,  at least at first glance, None the less, we maintain that

that they are still timid steps and that much remains to be done, for our

planet has an urgent need to rid itself of nuclear weapons. We therefore urge

them to take further concrete and far-reaching measuresI and we hope that

their example will be followed by other nuclear Powers.

The cessation of all nuclear-weapons tests and the signing of a

comprehensive  nuclear-test-ban treaty - in this ConneCtiOn we welcome the

Swedish proposal - are among the urgent preliminary measures to be adopted by

the nuclear Powers. They would thus clearly demonstrate to the

non-nuclear-weapon countries that they really have the political will to halt

the production of such weapons.

At the same time, there ie M urgent need to negotiate and ratify a

mul t i la tera l  t rea ty  - while not ruling out the possibility of additional

bilateral arrangements - on the Strengthening of the security of

non-nuclear-weapon States against the use or threat of use of nuclear weapons.

On the other hand, Angola attache8 the utmost importance to initiatives

to establish nuclear-weapon-free aones and aones of peace and to the constant
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erpMsion of such ##ones a6 a necessary precondition for general and complete

disarmament, ISuch initiative8 must also take into account the need to reduce 1

armed forces and conventional weapons.

In Africa, Angola  supports the Declaration on the denuclearisation of

Africa. Nevertheless, we are concerned at South Africa’8 nuclear capability

and its cooperation with certain nuclear Powers. This  Situation 18 M

obstacle to the implementation of the Declaration to which I have just

referred.

We believe that the adoption of regional disarmament measures muat not

upset the parity between the States of the region concerned. We must

eliminate the posaibility of military supremacy if we are to guarantee peace

and security.

Angola sees a strong, and, indeed, an inevitable, link between

disarmament Md development. The arms race necessarily entails a decrease in

the amount of money available for economic and social development. For that

reason, and bearing in mind the positive disarmament measures adopted by the

two super-Powers, we favour the establishment  of a fund for the economic  and

social development of developing countries, the money to come from the

expected reduction in the military budgets of developed countries.


